CLIQ® Connect

Access control management for the mobile world
Efficient access management
for a mobile world

Gain access control in a mobile world
An enhancement of the CLIQ® solution, CLIQ® Connect allows you to update keys wirelessly anywhere and anytime, from an iOS or Android device. Key holders no longer have to return to the office to have access rights updated, being able to simply grant them securely to an app on the device. Thus, gaining new rights is as quick and easy as touching the key to the device. Access right can then be cancelled as soon as the key holder leaves the site, CLIQ® Connect providing real-time audit trails on non-wired products such as cylinders and padlocks.

How it works

- **CLIQ® Connect App**
  - Pairing of Connect keys
  - Transfers access rights, revalidation and schedules to Connect keys
  - Transfers audit trails to Web Manager
  - Supports “online opening”
  - Lost keys will be blocked immediately when using “online opening”
  - Supports PIN validation
  - Securely encrypted communication

- **CLIQ® Web Manager**
  - From Version 6.0: Manage & control access rights and audit trails, for CLIQ® Connect keys with Bluetooth® technology
  - Access control to more than just doors
  - Immediate audit trails

- **Administrator**
  - Administer access rights and revalidation for Connect keys
  - Managing “online opening” for Connect keys: Immediate storage of audit trails from keys
  - Update of access rights when connected to app before opening the cylinder or padlock

- **LinkedIn**

- **Twitter**

- **Facebook**

- **Cloud based communication**
  - Highly encrypted data transfer

- **Lost keys will be blocked immediately when using “online opening”**

CLIQ® Connect App

Links CLIQ® Connect keys to the CLIQ® Web Manager

CLIQ® Connect makes mobile workflows even smoother.

How it works
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  - Update of access rights when connected to app before opening the cylinder or padlock

- **CLIQ® Connect App**
  - Pairing of Connect keys
  - Transfers access rights, revalidation and schedules to Connect keys
  - Transfers audit trails to Web Manager
  - Supports “online opening”
  - Lost keys will be blocked immediately when using “online opening”
  - Supports PIN validation
  - Securely encrypted communication

- **LinkedIn**

- **Twitter**

- **Facebook**

- **Cloud based communication**
  - Highly encrypted data transfer

- **Lost keys will be blocked immediately when using “online opening”**
Why is CLIQ® Connect the best solution for your access management?

- Cost-effective workflows
- Increased security through highly flexible access management
- Supports PIN validation
- Simple to use for administrators and workforce
- Increase control with instant change of access rights, audit trails and short validation time of keys.

**New** Enhanced Bluetooth® technology incorporated into eCLIQ keys

**Upgrade to CLIQ® Connect now**

Increase security and improve workflows

**Mobile Workforce**

- Connect keys receiving access rights and transfer audit trails
- Short validation time of Connect keys increases security (e.g. lost key)
- Connect keys can also be updated via Desktop or Wall PD
- Optional functionality – “online opening”: during insertion of the key, it connects to Web Manager software first, updates access rights before transferring audit trail
**CLIQ®**

CLIQ® is a security locking system with high-end microelectronics, programmable keys and cylinders. The system offers a variety of combinations of mechanical and electronic systems to match different security and flexible access needs. Available on the global market place, it provides flexible access and key management solutions for all kinds of locking applications. A wire free system, each key can be programmed and updated individually to allow access to specific areas at specific times and dates, accommodating constantly changing access requirements and ensuring maximum flexibility. The power is provided by a battery inside the programmable CLIQ® key.

The intuitive software makes it simple to manage access rights, enable and disable keys and customise access schedules, on site or on the go. ASSA ABLOY can also host your data securely for complete peace of mind.

ASSA ABLOY

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience. Since its formation in 1994, ASSA ABLOY has grown from a regional company into an international group with about 47,000 employees, operations in more than 70 countries and sales close to SEK 71 billion. In the fast-growing electromechanical security segment, the Group has a leading position in areas such as access control, identification technology, entrance automation and hotel security.